
You are a forward-thinking Founder, CMO or other
(marketing) professional working in a small to mid-sized
company. You are interested in ‘Business for Good’. You
are motivated to build a company that balances purpose
and profit and are therefore interested in creating trust-
based relationships with your customers. You realize
that businesses reflect the values of their leaders and
you are open and curious to become a Humane
Marketing leader and influence your company’s
ecosystem.
 
And as the CMO or other Marketing Professional you
want to take the lead in creating marketing campaigns
that are based on integrity and human impressions. You
know that’s the only way forward to gain and keep the
trust of your conscious clients. And you see it as your
responsibility to steer your team in the right direction,
away from broadcasting and hype marketing and
towards the Humane Marketing approach.

Dear
Marketing
Impact
Pioneer or
Founder,



Why Humane
Marketing?

The world is changing !
From buying to selling, the marketplace has gotten more and more
complex. And clients have become more conscious. The traditional
marketing approach based on scarcity and fear is no longer in
alignment with today’s customer’s wants and needs.
Now, more than ever, we are being asked to reinvent the way we
market and sell.

Humane Marketing focuses on long-term sustainable strategy and
value for current clients as well as future generations.
It’s founded on the basis of truth-telling, human(e) connection and
integrity.

Because conscious customers
buy from organizations that care 1
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Because your customers are
smarter and more empowered
than ever and don't want to be
manipulated

Because your marketing needs to
be aligned with your purpose

Because in this digital age the
organizations with the most
humane marketing are the ones
that stand out. 



Rumble, Rise, Resonate
When working with teams, we take them
through the three stages of the labyrinth that
lead to Humane Marketing:

Rumble with your story
Rise, be different & stand out
Resonate with your clients

Two concepts

7Ps of 
Humane Marketing

Along the journey we’ll come across 7Ps of
Humane Marketing which serve as a simple
framework to present this new approach of
marketing to your team.



Humane Marketing Conference / Workshop: 
an introduction to Humane Marketing and an
exercise about your conscious client and his
wants and needs. Inspiration to see marketing
differently. 

How we can work together
(overview, more details on each offer on the following pages)

3-Month Humane Marketing Audit of your
current marketing & sales activities with my
recommendations on how to pivot towards a
more inclusive & humane approach

Purpose, Conscious Client & Storytelling: 
a half- or full-day immersion in Humane
Marketing and discovery of the Rumble, Rise &
Resonate journey in order to uncover your
values, untold stories and innovative and
creative new marketing campaigns

Consulting and Mentoring – a mix of workshops
with your team and one-on-one mentoring with
me

www.humane.marketing

http://www.humane.marketing/


Encourage your team to see differently
Renew alignment between the members of your team
Unlearn some fear-based traditional marketing habits
Dare going deeper and be more creative, using left and
right brain (analytics and intuition)
Bring more of your passion to your marketing

The goal of this workshop is to:

Humane Marketing Conference / Workshop: 

Do you feel the need for doing business & marketing differently?
Are your conscious customers demanding more human(e)
connection from your business?
Are you and your team craving to contribute, heal and drive
change?  

Then it's time.
To inspire. To reframe. To commit.

 

Details & investment

60 - 90 minutes, online or at a location of your choosing

Not just a keynote, but time for deep dialogue where
everyone has a voice

Use of the 7Ps of Humane Marketing, as well as the Creativity
Mandala

Starting at $2000, not including travel and taxes



Align your team with your purpose and your core values
and renew their motivation
Gain a deep understanding of your conscious client, his
wants, needs & feelings
Connect with your client through your common values
and stories that connect with them on an emotional level

The goal of this workshop is to:

Purpose, Conscious Client & Storytelling

The world is changing. The worldwide pandemic has contributed
to a raise in consciousness everywhere. You, your clients, your
team - everyone is looking for more meaning, for belonging and
a place to contribute to turn this ship around. 

Your marketing needs to be healing - not hurting!
 

Details & investment
3.5 hours, online or at a location of your choosing, can be
extended to 2 half-days or a full day with more exercises

Mix of theoretical content, co-development circles and
smaller focus-groups

Starting at $3500 if online or in Suisse Romande

45-min preparation call with you, to customize the workshop

Use of different tools such as the Empathy Map, Appreciative
Inquiry and different Storytelling frameworks



Review your last 10 newsletters and give you my honest
feedback to help you integrate more human(e) impressions
Review your main 'Sales Funnel' (emails) and guide you
towards a more gentle Sales Path instead. 
Review your Social Media channels during the 3-month
audit period
Sit in on your marketing team meetings twice per month
(or more if needed)
Wherever possible infuse your communications with your
values & worldview 

As your Humane Marketing Guardian I will: 

3-Month Humane Marketing Audit

As the Founder or CMO you want to take the lead in creating
marketing campaigns that are based on integrity and human
impressions. You see it as your responsibility to steer your team
in the right direction, away from broadcasting and hype
marketing and towards the Humane Marketing approach.

I'm here to accompany you on this journey!

Details & investment

Starting at $9'000 

At the end of the 3 month period, I deliver a detailed audit
report, highlighting the outdated marketing techniques and
encouraging you to change them towards a more humane
approach

We meet once per month, for an hour, to answer any questions
you or your team might have regarding a current marketing
campaign



Aligning your team with your purpose and your core values
and renew their motivation
Gain a deep understanding of your conscious client, his
wants, needs & feelings
Infuse your Personal Brand with your values & worldview
Brainstorm new creative marketing campaigns that delight
A TED-talk, a book, your LinkedIn Profile and general
online presence
Your personal journey and vision for the business

Together we can work on:

Bespoke Consulting & Mentoring

As the Founder or CMO you are interested in ‘Business for Good’.
You realize that businesses reflect the values of their leaders and
you are open and curious to become a Humane Leader and
influence your company’s ecosystem..

I'm here to hold the space, hold you accountable 
and hold your hand!

Details & investment
This is a mix of workshops with your team and one-on-one
mentoring with me

Starting at $12'000 

We meet every other week for 1 hour, on Zoom, for at least 6
months and schedule the workshops with your team at your
convenience 

High-level business / life coaching based on my unique
perspective on business that is holistic, humane and gentle



Methods and tools:

The Global Sustainable Development Goals

Deep dialogue where everyone has a voice

Storytelling

Participatory Leadership Techniques

Each offer is designed with a mix of theoretical content, 
co-development circles, smaller focus-groups and one-on-one coaching. 

High-level one-on-one mentoring

Facilitation Options
Virtual or In-Person 

Depending on your organization's needs, location and my
availability we will decide which facilitation option is best. 

If possible, a hybrid version is often ideal in order to reinforce in-
person bonding.

For larger teams, additional facilitators will be brought on board.



About Sarah Santacroce

Sarah Santacroce is the Founder of the Humane Business
Revolution. She’s also an internationally recognized LinkedIn
Consultant, entrepreneur, podcaster, ‘Hippie turned Business
Coach’ and author of ‘Marketing Like We're Human‘ and upcoming
‘Selling Like We’re Human‘ books.

Sarah has over a decade of experience in the fields of marketing,
entrepreneurship, coaching, online business creation, and strategy.
She has been facilitating, training, and holding space with in-
person and online groups (1 – 100 people from all over the world)
since 2010 and is trained in the ‘Art of Holding Space‘ as well as
‘The Art of Participatory Leadership‘. 

Her approach is grounded in these pragmatic experiences, based
on research and best practice. Bundled with her extensive inner
work, knowledge about mindfulness, meditation, and alternative
ways of healing, this creates a unique perspective on business that
is holistic, humane, and gentle. 

Sarah is changing the current marketing paradigm 

Sarah shares a fresh
perspective and doesn't
shy away from calling

things out that no
longer work for many
of us when it comes to
the current marketing

model. 
 

Think Seth Godin with
a feminine touch.



A professional and self-motivated marketing associate with
many years of experience in implementing effective marketing

strategies and campaigns.

PERSONAL PROFILE

- Received the Excellence in Marketing Award 2022
- Earned the ZimCore Creative Employee of Year 2021

- Featured in Neoxgenera Mag's Top 100 Marketing Moguls

ACHIEVEMENTS

Phone: 123-456-7890 
Email: hello@reallygreatsite.com 

LinkedIn: @reallygreatsite 
Website: reallygreatsite.com 

123 Anywhere St., Any City, State

CONTACT DETAILS:

Next steps: How we work:
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Needs analysis

Design

Delivery

Feedback

Together we identify
your needs, priorities
and goals

Program scope,
timeline, location 

Workshop delivery and
potential follow-up
mentoring sessions

6-month post delivery
call to review
feedback, make
adjustments and keep
momentum

Let's talk

Proposal 
& Pricing

Design

After reviewing this document,
please fill out the form at the
bottom of this page to book a
time to talk with Sarah

Depending on your
organization's needs, we will
send you a proposal, based on
our standard pricing. 

Once the contract is signed and
the advance invoice paid, we
book an introductory call to plan
and prepare for the program of
your choosing.  

https://humane.marketing/inquiry-for-a-humane-marketing-workshop/
https://humane.marketing/inquiry-for-a-humane-marketing-workshop/


Humane Business Policies

In the interest of a transparent business relationship and a healthy
work-life balance, please find below an overview of my business
policies. If we collaborate, you agree to these terms. 

Working Hours & Communication
Me and my team members have a flexible work schedule, not 
your typical 9-5. We'll always respond as soon as possible, and always
within 48 hours. We don’t work or read email during the weekend. You
might often get some natural background noise on our one-on-one calls
(waves, wind, bird song etc). We'll communicate via email, Zoom and our
Trello board. Please only use WhatsApp for emergencies.

Confidentiality & Privacy Policy
Any information you disclose about your company and processes that is not
publicly available is kept confidential.
In return I ask you to treat anything I share with you, including this guide,
emails, program proposals as confidential as well.
This confidentiality clause is part of my standard agreement. I do not sign
non-disclosure agreements (NDA).

We are compliant with the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).
Per this law, you have certain rights regarding your personal information.
The full Privacy Policy is outlined here.

Payment Terms
I accept CHF, USD and EUR currencies, via bank transfer, credit card or
Paypal. All invoices above $1.500 USD are paid in two instalments: 50%
advance payment and 50% final payment. Smaller amounts can be paid
after delivery. All invoices are due on receipt, and payments beyond 7 days
of issue are considered late.

https://humane.marketing/privacy-policy/


Humane Business Policies

Mental Health Waiver

Cancellations

Before delivery, but after needs assessment and program design:  your
initial 50% deposit will not be refunded, and you won’t be invoiced for
the remaining amount.
After delivery: you will be invoiced the total program fee.

After 3 sessions, you can no longer cancel (unless there are exterior
circumstances of course)

99% of my collaborations end successfully and I hope ours will too! 

But in the unlikely event that we need to end our work together, I’ll require
payment for all the services performed. We'll have a human conversation
about a fair solution, but here are my guidelines:

For workshops and audit:

For mentoring:

In case I need to cancel because of unexpected circumstances, I offer a full
refund. 

Mentoring with me sometimes goes deep into your story, your upbringing,
your values and your worldview. Depending on your story, this might bring
up old, unprocessed emotions. It sure did for me and several other clients.
Because these risks exist, I herewith bring them to your attention in case
you have a pre-existing mental health condition that may result in undue
emotional risk. If you choose to work with me, you do so of your own free
will and accord, knowingly and voluntarily assuming all risks associated
with such activities. Of course I'm happy to refer you to qualified
professionals should you need further support.



Thank you for reading this guide!
 

If you feel ready, 
I’d love to hear from you.

 
Please fill out this form to schedule a time to talk!

Sarah Santacroce
Humane Marketing Consultant | LinkedIn Specialist |

Hippie turned Business Coach
+41 76 489 99 73

 
www.humane.marketing

www.sarahsantacroce.com

https://humane.marketing/inquiry-for-a-humane-marketing-workshop/
tel:+41+76+489+99+73
http://www.humane.marketing/
http://www.sarahsantacroce.com/

